
Help your fleet  
do more with less
Reduce costs, save time, and keep 
customers happy with Samsara’s complete 
fleet management platform. 

HOW SAMSARA CAN

REAL-T IME GPS TRACKING

→  Live tracking for vehicles, 
trailers, and equipment

 → Trip histories

→ Geofence alerts

→ Utilization reporting

DOCUMENTS &  MESSAGES

→ Two-way messaging

→ Digital record-keeping

→ Custom workflows

ELD COMPLIANCE

→ FMCSA-certified ELD

→  App-based e-logging, no 
proprietary hardware required

→ Centralized real-time visibility

APIS  &  INTEGRATIONS

→ Open REST APIs

→ TMS, payroll, and more

→ Custom software, apps

SAFETY &  DASH CAMS

→ In-cab alerts

→ Auto-uploaded footage

→ Coaching tools and reports

FUEL  &  MAINTENANCE

→ Real-time fault codes

→ Paperless DVIRs

→ Configurable alerts

WIFI  HOTSPOT

→ In-cab WiFi

→ Cellular data included

→ For any app or device

ROUTING &  D ISPATCH

→ Streamlined dispatch

→ Real-time route tracking 

→ Route analytics 

Decrease vendor spend with one consolidated platform



Reduce fuel costs
Decrease unnecessary costs to your bottom line.  
Avoid fuel waste with: 

→ Real-time engine idling by vehicle or driver

→ Automatic IFTA reporting

→ Routing optimization 

Decrease accident costs
Minimize fleet risk and liability. Protect your business 
from false claims with:

→ AI dash cams

→ In-cab alerts

→ Auto-uploaded HD incident footage

→ Driver safety scores, coaching workflows, and reports 

Extend vehicle life and  
optimize utilization
Get more value out of the assets you already have.  
Streamline maintenance and make informed rightsizing 
decisions with:

→ Real-time engine diagnostics

→ Customizable alerts for fault codes, DVIRs, and more

→ Usage-based preventative maintenance scheduling

→ Utilization, detention, and billing reports

Retain more customers
Exceed customer expectations in the “Amazon Effect” era. 
Retain your existing customers and win new business with:

→ Automatic ETA alerts and live location sharing

→ Digital documents, including e-signature and proof of delivery

→ Reefer temperature monitoring for fewer rejected loads

$50,000
Saved annually on fuel costs by using 
route analytics and real-time GPS tracking 
to plan more efficient routes.  
 —Sunrise Produce

60%
Decrease in accident-related costs  
due to lower accident rates and less 
severe collisions.  
—Simco Logistics

28%
Decrease in vehicle downtime by  
using real-time engine fault code  
alerts to streamline maintenance.

—City of Fort Lauderdale

99%
On-time delivery rate due to increased 
visibility from real-time GPS tracking and 
live ETAs.  

—GP Transco

Find ways to save across your  

business with Samsara’s complete  

fleet management platform.

LEARN MORE AT SAMSARA.COM

The leader in Industrial IoT


